Tributaries® Unveils
Installer-Friendly Solutions at EHX
Orlando, Florida—March 25, 2010—Tributaries® the established value leader in high-end cables
and installation accessories, continues to provide installers with timesaving integration products. The
AC200 bidirectional audio converter and the TRIBDM cabling designed to be used with
Crestron® DigitalMedia™ Systems are just a few of the handy solutions Tributaries is unveiling this
week at EH Expo in Orlando.
Tributaries’ AC200 is a bidirectional Audio converter. With three different types of connections, digital
coax, Toslink® optical and 2 channel analog R/L audio, the AC200 can convert all three signals into
any desired format. Analog audio can be converted to digital and digital audio can be converted to
analog. Conversion is done simultaneously without any signal loss and provides three clean split
audio signals all available on the output end. The AC200 is incredible easy to install and use, making
it a valuable tool for any installer. (MSRP $225)
As automation continues to dominate the custom landscape, Tributaries’ expands its cabling solutions
keeping installers in step. Designed to be used with the with Crestron ® DigitalMedia™ systems, the
TRIBDM is made with:
(1) 18/2 + (1) 22/2 shielded with an overall gray PVC jacket
(1) Category 5E cable in a yellow jacket swept to 400MHz
(1) Category 6E braided, shielded cable in a blue jacket swept to 660MHz
Overall blue PVC jacket with a red stripe
The TRIBDM carries UL® CM/CMR/c(UL)us ratings along with the additional ratings of FT4 and CMG
and is fully compliant with RoHS standards.

TRIBDM is available now on spools of 500ft weighing approximately 75lbs and for additional installer
support, the cabling includes sequential foot markers.
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Established in 1991 in Orlando, Florida, Tributaries is an acknowledged leader in the design, production, and distribution
of high-quality audio and video interconnect cables, speaker wires, accessories, and electronics. The company prides
itself on its customer service, and has won the CE industry magazine Inside Track Supplier Loyalty Awards a total of 11
times in the past 13 years.

For more information, please visit www.tributariescable.com.
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